Abstract. A concept of annotations for rendering procedural aspects of Prolog is introduced, built around well-known procedural concepts of Standard Prolog. Annotations describe properties of predicates. Such properties can be pre or post conditions, which must hold true when a predicate is called or exited, respectively. We introduce two more kinds of annotations, fail and redo annotations, hence incorporating a whole model of Prolog execution into our language. This enables natural rendering of many procedural properties of Prolog which cannot be expressed with only pre/post conditions, like non-failure. Every annotation can be narrowed down to a subset of calls, via calling premiss. With the novel idea of context we supersede program-point assertions. The annotations are defined simply as Prolog goals, making them fully parametric and therefore comfortable for debugging. All examples presented are actual runs of our system Nope.
Introduction
This work was motivated by the need for more accurate and more verifiable documentation for Prolog programs. Even in pure logic programs, there is no easy equation "specification = implementation", as pointed out in [11] . All the more so in Prolog, due to the non-logical predicates like cut, var, assert. Unambiguous, terse and still readable comments are hard to write. Perhaps even more difficult is the question, how trustworthy the comment is, i. e. how closely does it match its target? There has been much important research in rendering and verifying aspects of Prolog execution, starting with the introduction of mode declarations. Sec. 7 presents a short survey of related research, biased towards declarative efforts. We indicate along the way what we feel to be missing in the existing approaches. In Sec. 3 a remedy is proposed in the form of call annotations. Sec. 4 is the central part of the paper: it generalizes the concept of call annotations and provides a transformational semantics. Sec. 5 outlines some enhancements of the annotation language. Sec. 6 allows a close look into the merits of the approach, by means of several illustrations. Sec. 8 points out some possible continuations of this work.
Modes
While in principle every argument of a predicate may be arbitrarily instantiated, i. e. it can be anything from a variable over terms with variables down to a ground term, in practice there are always restrictions.
To set up the terminology, let us name the degree of instantiation of an invocation of a predicate a calling pattern, or call substitution. Similarly, on exit we obtain a corresponding exit pattern, or answer substitution. We shall regard a calling pattern and a corresponding exit pattern of a predicate as a mode of the predicate, like in the approach of [18] . We say that T is instantiated if nonvar(T) holds, and uninstantiated if var(T) holds. We say that a term T gets more instantiated (gets changed) if some variable in T gets instantiated.
The classic mode declarations, introduced by [20] and first provided in DEC-10 Prolog to underpin compiled code optimization, specify the usage of each argument of a predicate by choosing one of the three mode symbols: mode '+' specifies that the corresponding argument in any call of the predicate will always be instantiated (input argument), mode '-' specifies that the argument will always be uninstantiated (output argument), and mode '?' specifies that there is no restriction on the form of the argument.
From modes to call annotations
The classic mode language is very simple and useful, but often not expressive enough, the var/nonvar discrimination being too coarse grained for many practical purposes. For example, sometimes we need to specify that an argument has to be ground at the time of call, as in the case of Prolog negation. Namely, if a non-ground negation is called, Prolog might compute an unsound answer ('safe' versus 'floundering' negation).
What would help, in our opinion, is the possibility of expressing the intended calling patterns like this call \+ X µ ground (X) to be read as "negated goals shall be ground at the time of call". Let us name such a declaration a call annotation. We propose the following syntactic variants. We've just seen an example for the first variant, namely the safe negation annotation. There will be diverse examples in this paper, each tested with Nope. Nope is an (almost standard) Prolog module that recognizes our annotations and checks them at run-time.
The second variant is an enhancement of the goal specification in Prolog, namely a template allows us to specify the calling pattern more precisely than with head unifications alone. In fact, arbitrarily precise, since a template can be any Prolog goal. The default template is true.
The third variant introduces the idea of context, a way of specifying sets of program points. The contexts are partially ordered (context subsumption). The default context is _, which subsumes any other context, so an annotation without a context part applies in any context. Technical note: What may be annotated The annotation language is implemented by means of goal replacement, see page 8. Therefore, in principle there is nothing to prevent us from annotating arbitrary goals and not just atomary ones (as opposed to composite predications like negation, conjunction, disjunction, or if-then-else). For example, it is just a question of slowing down the parser a notch to allow arbitrary negated goals, making it possible to express safe negation in its most general form (as above). The default parser of our implementation will recognize annotated negation, but conjunction, disjunction and if-then-else will be transparent, i. e. any annotations for these built-in 'predicates' of Standard Prolog will be ignored, as opposed to all other built-ins (and of course all user-defined predicates).
Definition 1 (call annotation

Technical note: Broken annotations in Nope
This note shall explain the illustrations. If an annotation does not hold (with respect to the given program and a goal), our runtime checker Nope will issue a warning. The default warning in Nope shows the violated annotation, with its arrow broken. For the safe negation example it would look like /* NOPE call \+member(A,[1,2]) µ ground(member(A,[1,2])) */ This can be overridden via an explicit use of the else/2 utility (defined on page 9):
call \+ X µ ground(X) else write(floundering) customizing the warning into /* NOPE floundering */. Also, the warning handler of Nope has different severity levels. For example, the utility bark/0 appearing in Sec. 6.3 tunes the warning handler to interrupt Prolog for each warning.
Soft success
Owing to the defaults for Template and Context, we may assume every call annotation in the form call Goal with Template within Context µ Constraint. There is also a normal form, employed in the implementation of Nope (see page 8). 
Definition 2 (normal form
Simple context
It is useful to be able to access the immediate ancestor (parent) of a goal Q, i. e. the goal which called Q. To this effect, we introduce contexts.
Definition 4 (parent of a goal). The head of a clause is the parent of each body goal. If a goal is issued at the top-level of a Prolog interpreter, we will say that its parent is the goal false.
A context specifies the parent of the annotated goal. In the simplest case, it can be any atomary Prolog goal. So the meaning of an annotation for Q within Context shall be to check on Q occurring anywhere in the clause bodies of Context. Alternatively, one can view contexts as specifying sets of program points, namely those points where the annotated goal is allowed to appear (in this first simple case: all points in the bodies of
Furthermore, sometimes it is useful to exclude contexts. For example, if we only want to check the non-recursive calls of a predicate P, we need to express "check P within any context but P". For such purposes we allow negative contexts, represented as dash-prefixed atomary Prolog goals. The meaning of -Context is the complement of the set of program points represented by Context, i. e. this can be any point in the program (plus top-level, 'defining' false/0) outside of the definition of Context. In the following we shall further refine the idea of a context. But first we have some questions for our contexts so far. One key question about contexts is their inheritance, i. e. when is an annotation for Q within X pertinent to Q within Y? Also, when is an annotation bound to a context CA pertinent to a goal within a context CQ? To settle these questions, we define a partial ordering for contexts.
Fig. 1. Poset of simple contexts
We start from the natural lattice of first-order atomary formulas (augmented by a 'universal' and a 'null' formulas) modulo renaming, as introduced by [17] . The partial ordering being "is instance of", the greatest lower bound of two atoms being their most general unifier (or the special bottom element null formula) and the least upper bound being their most specific generalizer (or the special top element universal formula).
Next we enhance the language. Our language is the following set of atomary and non-atomary formulas (plus the universal and the null formula): the first order language -modulo renaming -made of standard Prolog variables, function and predicate symbols, and a unary operator -. Atoms Q of this language we call positive contexts, and non-atoms -Q we call negative (negated) contexts. The universal formula is represented here by _, and the null formula is represented by -_. It remains to enhance the partial ordering.
Definition 5 (partial ordering of contexts). For positive contexts X and Y we define:
If we assign to every atom Q from the set of its ground instances, and to -Q all the other ground atoms in the Herbrand base B for , we obtain an isomorphism between ( , ) and a sub-poset of (È(B ), ). Due to this isomorphism, ( , ) is a poset and the seeming asymmetry of the definition actually is a perfect duality: We chose the names CA and CQ to suggest annotation context as opposed to query context. The interesting case is namely when an annotation context subsumes the actual query context, meaning the annotation may fire. A self-contained example of context inheritance follows. 
Definition 6 (context subsumes
Definition 7 (context inheritance
(Generalized) Context
Assertions can be divided into predicate assertions, stating properties of a predicate, and program-point assertions, stating properties that shall hold when the code at a given point in the program is about to be executed. Traditionally, the two classes have different syntax, predicate assertions being written as declarations, and program-point assertions being scattered all over the program code (like in [7] ). Our annotations are predicate assertions. However, due to contexts, as defined so far, we can capture some sets of program points. For illustrations see Sec. 6.3 and Sec. 6.7.
There is only a small step necessary to be able to capture also individual program points. For example, say we have a program-point annotation placed as follows: In other words, we enhance the context specification by an optional part, programpoint, linked to the simple context by an asterisk. A non-asterisk term Context is regarded as an abbreviation of Context * _ meaning "any program point within the simple context Context". The program-point is a Datalog term representing the intended program point(s) like pp(K,J), where K is the serial number of the clause in the definition of the parent goal, and J is the serial number of the body subgoal (counting each conjunct/disjunct/implication-part). The partial ordering of simple contexts shall be lifted in the obvious way to generalized contexts.
Calling premiss
For the premiss of an annotation we will also use the more evocative name calling premiss. A logical reading of this definition (leaving out the contexts) shall be: 
Definition 8 (calling premiss subsumes goal). We say that a calling premiss
Î (Q): Î (
Definition 10 (call annotation satisfied/violated). An applicable call annotation is satisfied/violated for a goal Q, if its constraint succeeds/fails at the call port of Q.
Definition 11 (correctness wrt annotations and queries). An annotated program is said to be correct if, during the computation of arbitrary queries (from the given set of allowed queries), all the applicable annotations are satisfied.
Following the execution model
In the previous section we suggested annotating the call port of a goal, in order to grasp more precisely the intended calling patterns. So what about the other three ports? Here we refer to the classic model of Prolog execution [2] , abstracting a goal to a black box with four ports, known from the debugging sessions. Following this model, we propose a language of annotations as a step towards capturing procedural aspects of Prolog. This language has the advantage of there being a workable consent among Prolog users on what the box trace model of Prolog execution means. As in [5] , we deal only with partial correctness, because we do not claim whether goals actually succeed, fail or redo. Or even get called. Also, as the transformational semantics below reveals, our annotation language provides for accessing the values of variables on call and on exit from a query, similar to [5] . Thus, our language is also a language of binary assertions. The actual calling pattern is accessible on the left of µ, and, in case of exit and redo annotations, the exit pattern is on the right. This circumvents the need for language primitives to access the call/exit values.
Definition 12 (port annotation). Let
Applicability of a port annotation is defined as in Def. 9. To define the meaning of port annotations, we can adopt Def. 10. But observe that a premiss shall always match the call port of the goal (therefore we dubbed it 'calling premiss'). In this paper we do not define the concept of a port. Annotations with a non-terminating template or constraint are clearly a bad idea. But otherwise, this lemma imposes the too strong restriction of purity upon templates and constraints. In practice, users profit from annotations with side-effects. Like [7] , we guarantee that no amount of annotation tweaking will change any variables of a user's query. As for the rest of dangers, we simply count on users to be sensible in their choice of side-effects. Lemma 1 follows from the program transformation of Nope (Fig. 2) This lemma follows from the program transformation of Nope.
Enhancing the language
A special case of constraint is false: it can never succeed, but it can nevertheless be useful, as shown in [5] : If we prove that the program, containing a false postcondition for a predicate, is correct, then we know that the matching queries can never succeed (they must fail or loop). So non-success can be expressed as Similarly to finite failure, we can derive the event of building a resolvent, the unify port ('bootstrapping' the annotation language).
Illustrations
Here we give several short examples in support of our claim that the port annotations are a versatile and an intuitively appealing means to specify general mode information, to express and support the verification of hypothetical invariants, to write customized tracers, to alert to unwanted events, and generally enhance the prototyping and selfreflective capacities of Prolog.
Mergesort and its partial specification
Our introductory example shows how annotations can help in debugging. Fig. 3 gives an implementation of the predicate merge/3. The predicate is specified to expect as inputs two sorted lists of integers, and to merge them into a sorted output list. This specification is captured in the form of two annotations. 
:-ensure_loaded(library(nope)). % how to activate NOPE % Precondition: the inputs should make sense
sorted([]). sorted([_]). sorted([X,Y|L]) :-X =< Y, sorted([Y|L]).
Fig. 3. Program with annotations
The implementation of merge/3 is buggy. Usually the user discovers this by asking some queries and analyzing the answers of Prolog. However, due to the annotations, 'watching over' the specification, the analysis part can be delegated to Nope. As soon as a goal is computed which violates one of the annotations, Nope alerts us to this fact.
For example, after loading the program, we can have the following interaction. The second message of Nope is warning us that the postcondition is violated, namely the merging algorithm produces unsorted lists (the first and the third clause for merge/3 have swapped comparisons). An avid reader might object that we do not need the template sorted(X), sorted(Y) in the postcondition, since this is already being taken care of by the precondition. This is not quite true. Note that there can be arbitrarily many annotations for a predicate, even for the same port of it, and they will be composed via conjunction. But still, each annotation is regarded as an independent entity, in the sense of not having to take into account any other annotations. So our exit annotations actually do not assume that any call annotations have to be satisfied. For example, if we omit the template above and prove the following two annotations to hold
with respect to the program and a closed set of top-level queries, then we know that merge/3 is only going to be called with sorted inputs, and that the output is also going to be sorted. But if the call annotation fails for a certain goal, the exit annotation is still going to be checked in Nope, requiring too much of the predicate (namely, that merge/3 is always going to deliver a sorted output, regardless of inputs).
This example was about error monitoring by means of annotations. At almost no extra cost we can have error diagnosis, by means of two generic annotations [9] .
Some modes
To express that \+ does not alter its argument, we use the following mode declaration exit \+ X with copy_term(X,X0) µ variant(X,X0)
This example showed how to access the call/exit values of variables.
For our next few examples we need to discriminate between a Prolog term which already is a list (i. e., all its instances are lists), and a Prolog term that can be instantiated to a list (i. e., some of its instances are lists). Let us name the former a complete list, and the latter an incomplete list. A complete list is a Prolog list structure ¡(Head,Tail) with the ultimate tail [], and an incomplete list can be either a variable or a so-called partial list, namely a Prolog list structure whose ultimate tail is a variable. The type predicates for complete list vs. partial list shall bear traditional names is_list/1 vs. is_partiallist/1 and shall be defined as follows.
is_list(X) :-var(X) -> fail; X=[]; X=[_|Y], is_list(Y). is_partiallist(X) :-var(X) -> fail; X=[_|Y], var(Y); X=[_|Y], is_partiallist(Y).
Now we are able to pin down the mode of the classic predicate list/1:
:-exit list(X) with copy_term(X,X0) => var(X0); is_list(X0); is_partiallist(X0). :-exit list(X) => is_list(X).
list([]). list([_|T]) :-list(T).
claiming that a successful list/1 query has been called with a complete or an incomplete list, and will succeed with a complete list. The constraint that the first argument of append/2 from [15] be a complete list can be expressed (and documented) through the following two annotations. Note that, by using the default context, we do not need to actually check the list completeness, but only the var property, since each recursive call of append/2 will be checked. Note also how the constraint false serves to alert, at runtime, to unwanted events like ill-defined modes.
Use of contexts and parametricity
Due to parametricity and contexts, our annotations can be seen as macro definitions for program-point annotations. For example, 
Uniform conditioning
As a hint on the merits of conditioning even the call annotations (in order to express dependencies between the input arguments), see call functor(T,F,N) with var(T) µ nonvar(F), nonvar(N)
Observe that here we can get rid of the template, via a less readable but equivalent call functor(T,F,N) µ var(T) -> nonvar(F), nonvar(N); true However, this does not hold in general. Namely, the call values of variables are normally not identical with their exit values. Thus, templates are not redundant, even in case of pure logic programs. 1 For programs with side-effects just more so, because (in case of exit, fail and redo) on the left of the arrow we have the state before, and on the right of the arrow: the state after the computation of Q.
Perhaps more convincing will be a less trivial example. The mode specification for the 'univ' operator for term creation and decomposition comprises seven error-cases in Standard Prolog (8.5.3.3.a-g in the source [8] , or Sec. 98 in the reference book [4] ). These can be expressed in Nope quite readably, especially since the 'natural' preconditions var(T) or Y\==[] can be separated from the constraints. The differences between this specification and the specifications of [8] and [4] can be summarized in the following table. [4] and Nope find no error. | ?-T =.. a. % All find type_error(list), [4] additionally finds instantiation_error. | ?-T =.. L. % [8] finds type_error(list), [4] and Nope find instantiation_error.
Tracing
The Byrd tracer (see Sec. 6.7) is a special case of annotation composition. We do not have to bear with all four ports of a general goal pattern if we only want a specific port of a specific goal pattern traced.
fail_alert(X) :-fail X => write('Fail: '), write(X), nl. :-fail_alert(p(X)).
Finite failure
The fail-port is capturing 'no (more)' rather than 'no'. Often we are interested only in genuine 'no', the finite failure. We can derive the whole of this new event from the basic four events, for example by emulating the Prolog stack:
ff(( Q with T within Ctx => C )) :-(call Q with T within Ctx => asserta(lemma(Q:call))), (redo Q with T within Ctx => asserta(lemma(Q:redo))), (exit Q with T within Ctx => once(retract(lemma(_:_)))), (fail Q with T within Ctx => once(retract(lemma(Q:What))), What=call -> C; true).
Alternatively, we can provide finite failure as a regular annotation, say ff, on a par with call/exit/fail/redo. This is a matter of only adding a new entry in the transformation table of Nope, and allows for superior code. Either way, we may now write ff_alert(X) :-ff X => write(finitely_fails:X), nl. :-ff_alert(p(_)).
and obtain the desired behaviour:
Non-failure, which is not expressible using pre/post-conditions alone, can now be expressed as ff Premiss µ false.
In a similar way, we can derive the event of building a resolvent, the unify port, from the four basic events.
Lemma 3 (path:nonfloundering). The previous program does not flounder (wrt an arbitrary path/3 query), since the following annotation holds of it:
This annotation is a consequence of the following two easier-to-prove ones:
A straightforward inductive proof of the correctness of the program wrt the last two annotations and arbitrary path/3 queries follows from the verification condition of [5] , being that we only have here a pre and a post condition. For the general case of port annotations, an extension to this verification condition can be proved.
Related work
Due to lack of space, we discuss in this paper only approaches with, in our view, 'strong declarative emphasis', and left out the 'more procedural' ones, which are covered to some extent in [9] .
Mode languages The DEC-10 modes are de facto standard, which is reflected in the Standard Prolog sources [8] . The big asset of these modes is their simplicity, a very important criterion for a mode language, given the reluctance of users to put down any declarations at all. In [16] more precise (and complex) specification was possible. The trend of inventing new, finely tuned mode symbols was perpetuated in some other dialects of Prolog, with the result that mode declarations became rather arbitrary and complicated to use.
Somogyi [18] brought a vital simplification: the two implicit components of using a predicate, namely the calling pattern and the exit pattern, should be separated. Here, a mode is a mapping from an initial to a final state of instantiation of the arguments of the predicate, such that nothing gets less instantiated. This is a refinement of the classic concept of modes, making them simple and flexible. His concept of modes is scheduled for implementation within the Mercury project [6] .
Modes and beyond Naish [11] initiated the research into new, general kinds of declarations. His idea was to associate with some predicates of a program ¥ so-called type-predicates. Intended is the following relationship: the specification ¦ corresponding to ¥ is the same as ¥ except that each clause p(T 1 Tn) :-B is replaced by
Tn) :-B, p_type(T 1 Tn). He designed and implemented a concrete declarative mode language [12] . The mode language generalizes upon directional types by putting constraints on type variables.
A further major step towards the goal of more declarative rendering of Prolog code is the LPTP framework of Stärk [19] , proposing a first-order language capable of stating that a general goal succeeds, fails or (universally) terminates, together with a powerful calculus (formalizing a suitable execution model) for interactively proving these properties. The inherent limitation here is purity: only a logical subset of Prolog (no cut, var or assert/retract allowed) can be treated.
A different approach was put forward by Drabent and Małuszyński [5] : they introduced a general Prolog-like language to formulate pre/post conditions for predicates of a Prolog program. Each predicate must have one pair of pre/post conditions (assertion), which may be arbitrarily complex. For example, a predicate p/1 not changing its argument could have the assertion consisting of the trivial precondition true, and the postcondition ¥p 1 = p 1 ¥, meaning that upon exiting the predicate p, the corresponding calling pattern (designated by the left-dot) of the only argument of the predicate (designated by p 1 ) has to be identical to the exit pattern (designated by the right-dot). Here the dot syntax serves to differentiate between the two argument values, call and exit values. The authors coined the term binary assertions for assertions that have the means of accessing these two sets of argument values. The most popular language in the spirit of this general scheme is from the generic framework CIAO of Hermenegildo et al. [7] . Their language of assertions is a subset of Prolog. This has the distinct advantage of avoiding the introduction of an entirely new language, which would have to be learned (and liked) first. Here are some examples of their annotations. The first annotation is a (global) precondition, the second one a postcondition corresponding to the concept of assertion in [5] , since it accommodates an own precondition, given before the arrow. The third annotation serves to express some properties of the computation like non-failure. Behind the somewhat patchworky syntax is a more serious issue of expressive power: pre/post conditions alone do not suffice to express every property of execution, e. g. non-failure. As stated in [7] , "no property which refers to (a sequence of) intermediate states in the computation (...) can be easily expressed using calls and success assertions only". This shortcoming of the pre/post conditions is here being compensated for by handing the more tricky properties over to Prolog.
Arguably a more natural way is to start from an explicit execution model of Prolog. The model should ideally be simple and complete. One such model happens to be generally known. The 4-port model [2] , which is the basis of the standard Prolog debugger, is a complete execution model of Prolog, in the sense of entailing every aspect of Prolog execution necessary for verification, and therefore all the information one might need.
This model maps a query Q to its standard trace Ì (Q), which is a sequence of events of the form Port F´T 1 T N µ, where Port may be one of call, exit, fail, redo , F/N are predicates, T i are terms, representing the 'atomary' steps of the Prolog interpreter during the execution of Q (as defined in [2] ).
This idea originates in probably the first proposal of Prolog annotations ever made, O'Keefe's public domain program Advice [14] . The annotations of Advice are of the form advise(Goal, Port, Action), which supersedes pre/post conditions.
Comparison to Nope
The generalized declarations of [11] would correspond to an exit annotation in Nope. A concept like complete list (see Sec. 6.2) cannot be expressed in [12] , types being closed under instantiation. Regarding [19] , our annotation language cannot state e. g. that a goal succeeds, only that, if the goal succeeds, then a constraint must hold. On the other hand, [19] is confined to pure logic programming so cannot represent degrees of instantiation. Now we round off the comparisons to the three most closely related languages to our own, [5] , [7] and [14] . Our approach accommodates pre/post conditions in the form of binary assertions as pioneered in [5] , and also uses Prolog as the annotation language like [7] . But in contrast to these, our approach is taking into account that our object language is not an arbitrary one but Prolog, with its specific procedural semantics, so we stretched the general idea of pre/post conditions to accommodate specific events from a well-known model of Prolog execution. Therefore we can more naturally express procedural properties of Prolog. As an additional bonus, our annotations are written in terms of procedural concepts known by everybody who ever tried the Prolog debugger. One novelty of our approach is that each one of the annotations can be restricted to a subset of calls by means of templates and contexts (calling premiss). All annotations are uniform and parametric, since they are defined as Prolog goals, which makes them particularly suitable for dynamic checking. The novel idea of context allows expressing program-point assertions. The annotations are applied via a general kind of matching instead of unification.
On the other hand, [7] allows the user to choose between two checking regimes for pre and post conditions, one using their variant of subsumption akin to our soft success (but without local variables), and the other using unification (doubly negated to prevent interference). Default is the subsumption. In our approach, templates are checked using subsumption ('for all') and constraints using unification ('exists').
Advice [14] differs from Nope mainly in that it has unary assertions (i. e. the calling pattern is not available), uses unification instead of matching, has no contexts, and negated occurences of a predicate cannot be checked on their own (as no built-ins can be checked). The second item is of course an advantage of Advice over Nope, since matching can be emulated by unification but not vice versa.
Outlook
Similar to [3] and [7] , we advocate dividing the burden of analysis between static and dynamic phases. The outline of our scenario: 1) Static analysis of some acceptable classes of annotations, with respect to the cost of analysis and the realistic gain for the user. The shining example of a widely accepted static check in logic programming is the singleton variable warning [13] : a variable occuring only once in a clause indicates a probable programming error. Quick and useful, this test 2 became classic. 2) Having a stock of basic static tests, which are being taken care of by fast algorithms, the next objective is to provide some kind of calculus, enabling us to prove more complex annotations from the basic ones.
3) The rest of annotations are checked at runtime.
We envisage much further work on annotation languages for describing procedural properties of Prolog, especially in view of practical relevance. A competitive instance of Prolog has to accommodate foreign languages and programming paradigms like modules, constraints or agents, getting ever more complex on the way.
